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FLYTRAPS AND THEIR OPERATION. 
By F. ('. liiNiioiT. KtitovKiliiyical AMMMII 

INTRODUCTION. 

Flytraps have a distinct place in the control of the house fly and 
other noxious fly species. There is a gciuMul U'ndciuv, faoffiwrer, for 
those engaged in combating flies to put too much dependciKe on the 
ilytrap as a method of ahatinjr the nuisance. It should IM* borne in 
mind that flytrappin^r is only supplementary to other methods of 
control, most notable of which is the prevention of bneding either by 
completely disposing of hreediiiif places or hy trealiiifr the hieediui: 
material with chemicals.' 

It may be said that there are two main ways in which flytraps are 
valuable: (1) Catchiji^ flies which come to clean premises from other 
places which are insanitary and (2) capturing those flies which in- 
variably escape in greater or less numbers the other means of destruc- 
tion which may be practiced. Furthermore, the number of flies 
caiiflht in traps serves as an index of the effectiveness of campai^ns 
against breeding places. 

I BccnltK olitfllni'd in crivrlnn'titii with llio UM- of < lii'tnhnlK HKiilnwt fly Inrrri' In mnnurp 
arc presentad In linllctiDH Nd«. IIH and -M'i of tlip iH'imrlinonl of A «rl mil uro. Tin- liloloiry 
of the IKHIH«' fly und Ou- vnrlmiK IIK-IIIOOK of «ont roi MI.' I11K"IIKK«H1 \n l'imnori«' UuUotln rt7». 

NOTE.—Tills bullHIo is intended to «Ive din-ction» f«»r tlie uae of a mipplfUK'UUry üi«-nna 
of cont'rolIInK UM; it is adapted to all parts of the United States. 
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Fly tnipping should Ix^in early ii> spiin^ if it is to be of greatest 
value. AlthoiiL'li »oiuparatively few flies are eaught in the early 
«printf, their «h'stnu-tion moans tlu j>rti;i,f¡i>n of the development 
of mijv'utJ* of fl'n H hy rniffsiimmer. 

KIND« OF FLIKS CAUGHT. 

Thf various species <»f flies which are commonly Biwoying about 
habitatioiiH or «rhtre ioodsluifs are bông prepared muy be divided 

P roughly    into    two 
classes:    (I)    Those 

ç     which breed in animal 
mutter,    consisting 

—B mainly of the so-called 
ublowflies";  and   (•.,) 

 those  which  breed  in 
vegetable as well as in 

M 

■^J 

animal matter.    In the 
^  . latter group the house 

• •"       (Iv is by far the most 
»_l_ important. The stable 

fly   is strictly  a   vege- 
— ..* table breeder, as are 

also certain oilier spe- 

cies which occasionally 
come into houses and 
may in rare cases con- 
ta m i na í e footlstníTs. 
The stable fly, which 
breeds in manure or 
decaying    vegetable 

Fm. I.—Conl.al hoop flytrup; ^id.- vl.^w.     1. Iloopa form     matter,   M IK I    ííie   horn 
im.' fniiin m bottom,    «. noopi toralBi fnum at t..|>.   g«     which    breeds    in 
(', Top of trup mud»- of bnrr«»l  h<<nd.     D, Htrlpn «round .       . 
état,   H. DM» tnm*   i. lema on door.   O, Batum COW manure, ¡ire blood* 
hoMlBS Soar.   B, Be?«o« o« ootsldo of trop.   f^Strlpooo sucking species,  ami 
■Mta of imp i).'lwi-.-n hoop«.   J, Tip« of th«-«*" nirlp« pro- l *   • r 
)Nttas to form irx».   K.Cun,'.   /.. ruitiui .MIK.-H .,r s, r.-.'u can íHí caught m ordl- 
ronatea COM.    »'. Ipwrtow at «p«i of cone.   (Aothor'i nnry   flytraps  in  com- 
lllimtriOlon. > . •   ' i 11 

paratively small num- 

bers «»lily. The kind of flies caught dependa t(» a considerable extent 
on the material used for bait,    fn general the house fly and other 
Bpeciefl which breed in vegetable matter are attracted to vegetable 
substances, while the blowflies will come most readily to animal 
matter. This rule, of coins«», is not nbsolnte. us tliev are less restricted 
in fet'ding than in breeding habits, and. as is well known, the house 
fly  is  attracted  to  a   greater or  less extent  to any  moist  inaterial. 

especially if it baa an odor. 
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TYPES OF TRAPS. 

The same general principle is involved in nearly all ñytrape in use, 
tli<)ii«;li Buperficially they may appear (|iiite different. The flies are 
attracted into a cage, as it were, by going through u passage the 
entrance of which is large and the exit small, so there is little chance 
of the ilies, once in, finding their way out again. This principle is 
modified to tit différent conditions. Fur instance, the window trap, 
devised by Prof. C. F. Hodge, catches the flies as they endeavor to 
enter or leave a building: the garbage-can trap, for which Prof. 
Hodge is also to be credited, catches the t\ies that have entered gar- 
bage cans: and the manure-box trap retains the flies bred from in- 
fested manure put into the box. 

The attractant used to induce flies to enter traps may consist of 
(1) food, as in baited traps; (k2) odors, as in window traps placed in 
windows from which odors are emitted; and (3) light, as in traps 
on manure boxes. Of course light is an important factor in the suc- 
cess of all traps, for, as is well known, flies have a marked tendency 
to go toward the light, and they usually enter the trap by flying 
toward the light after having been attracted beneath it by bait or 
after entering a room in search of food. 

CONICAL TRAPS. 

A nuinl)er of traps of this general type are on the market, but most 
of these are of small size. Nearly all are constructed with a dome 
instead of a cone, and on this account the catching power is reduced 
»bout one-third. Moreover, the fanner, dairyman, or anyone with a 
few tools can construct traps at a small fraction of the sale price of 
ready-made ones. 

T1IK (ONICA1.  HOOP TRAP. 

A trap which appears from extensive tests made by Mr. E. W. 
Laake and the author to be best for effective trapping, durability, 
ease of construction and repair, and cheapness may be made as follows: 

The trap consists essentially of a screen cylinder with a frame 
made of barrel hoops, in the bottom of which is inserted a screen 
cone. The height of the cylinder is 2-4 inches, the diameter 18 
inches, and the cone is '2-2 inches high, and IS inches in diameter at 
the base. Material necessary for this trap consists of four new or 
secondhand wooden barrel hoops, one barrel head, four laths, 10 feet 
of strips 1 to U inches wide by one-half inch thick (portions of old 
boxes will suffice). 01 linear inches of 1'J or 11 mesh galvanized screen- 
ing 24 inches wide for the sides of the trap and 41 inches of screening 
26 inches wide for the cone and door, an ounce of carpet tacks, and 
two turn-buttons, which may be made of wood. The total cost of 
the material for this trap, if all is bought new at retail prices, is 
about 65 cents. In practically all cases, however, the barrel hoops, 
barrel head. lath, and strips can be obtained without expense.    This 
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would reduce the cost to that of the wire and tacks, which would 
IK» 45 conts. If a larger number of traps «re constructed at one time 
the cost is considerahly reduced. 

One of these traps is illustrated in figures 1 and 2. In constructing 
the trap two of the hoops are bent in a circle (18 inches in diameter 
on the inside), and nailed together, the ends being trimmed to give 
a close fit. These form the l>ottom of the frame (/I), and the other 
two, prepared in a similar way, the top (/i). The top ((') of the 
trap is made of an ordinary barrel head with" the bevel edge sawed 
off sutîiciently to cause the head to fit closely in the hoops and allow 

I'n;. ■_•.    Conienl hoop flytrap: top view.    Lotten dMignat« parti ■■ In flgur« 1.    lAuthor'a 
UVmtnittoB.) 

.M-ciiie nailing. A square. 10 inches on the side, is cut out of the cen- 
ter of the top to form a door. The portions of the top (barrel head) 
are held togdher by inch strips (/>) placed around the opening one- 
half inch from the edge to form a jamb for the »loor. The door con- 
sists of a narrow frame {/'') covered with screen (/') well fitted to 
the trap and held in place (not hinged) by buttons (0). The top 
is then nailed in the upper hoops and the sides (//) formed by closely 
tacking screen wire on the outside of the hoops. Four laths (/) (or 
light strips) are nailed to the hoops on the outside of the trap to 
act as supports la'tweeu the hoops, and the cuds are  »Ilowcd to pro- 
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ject 1 inch at the bottom td form legs (-/). Tho cone (A') ¡,s cut from 
the screen and either sewed with flue wire or soldered where the 
edges meet at (/-)• The apex of the cone is then cut off to give an 
aperture (M) 1 inch in diameter. It is then inserted in the trap 
and closely tacked to the hoop around the base. 

The construction of a cone of any given height or diameter is 
quite .simple if the following method be observed. It is best to cut 
a pattern from a large piece of heavy paper, cardboard, or tin. 
Figure 3 illustrates the method of laying out n cone of the proper 
dimensions for the above trap. An ordinary square is placed on 
the material from which the pattern is to be cut; a distance (22 
inches) equal to the height of the cone is laid off on one leg of the 
square at A, and a distance (9 inches) equal to one-half of the 
diameter of the base of the cone is laid oñ' on the other letr at />. 

Pío, ."..—Method of laying «'ill ¡i piUlcrn for flic construdlon of a coii''.     *'iil out on enrwrt 
line C to A" and on dotted line» from A to C and A to £.'.    (Authors UhmtnvUon.» 

and a line is drawn between the points A and B. With the distance 
between these points as a radius and with the point A as a center, 
the portion of a circle (' I), is drawn. With a pair of dividers, the 
legs of which are set 1 inch apart, or with the square, lay off as many 
inches on the arc C />, starting at (', as there are inches around the 
base of the cone, which in this case is about 56^ inches, reaching 
nearly to the point E. Then add one-half inch for the lapping of 
the edges of the cone, and one-half inch which is taken up when the 
cone is tacked in, thus making a total distance from C to E of 6TJ 
inches. Draw a line from .1 to C and another from A to /f, and cut 
ont the pattern on these lines and on the arc from C to £*, as shown 
in figure '-i. The edges AC and AE are then brought together, lapped 
one-half inch and sewed with wire or soldered.    After the aperture 
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of the cone is formed by cutting of the apex, as previously described, 
it is ready for insertion in the trap. 

hi order to figure thfl distance around the base of a cone of any 
given diamt'ter. mnliiply the diameter by 8.1416 or 3j. 

The height of the leps of the trap, the height of the cone, and the 
si/e of the aperture in the top of the cone, each are of importance 
in somrinjr the «ireateal efficiency. 

UTHKM   HH<MS   OI   CONICAL TBAPH. 

Conical traps with steel frames aie satisfactory, but they are less 
easily rei-crceucd ami it is more dillicult to keep the lids closely fitted. 

These, of course, can 
be constructed only 
by shops with con- 
siderable equipment. 
Traps constructed 
with a wooden disk 
about the base of the 
cone, and a similar 
disk around the top 
to serve as a frame, 
or those with a square 
wooden frame at the 
bottom and top with 
strips up the corners 
a re (airly satisfac- 
tory. It should la1 

borne in mind that 
the factor which de- 
termines  the  number 

lytnip.    WIKTI  thr  Imp Is ml  up UM Horcón       /   a; . „i i   :      *i 
box,    ..   Ills  ....   I...-   has.-.   H.   ...ul   two   pans   of   bait   an-    of   f,l('S   ™"PM   »*   the 
pin.cd inn.i.ti. ihr ifiit.   r, iioif in ■creen nt apex of   diameter  of  the  base 
t'■n,•   ",■•|«,"",•l of the cone, if other 

tilings are equal. Therefore the space taken up by the wooden 
framework is largely wasted, and if it is too wide it will have a 
deterrent effect on the Hies which come toward the bait. For this 
reason it is advisable that the wood around the base of the cone 
should be as narrow as consistent with strength-—usually about 3 
inches. 

f'nder no condition ihould th< aides or top of the trop bé of solid 
iiiiitcrhi). as the elimination of li^lit from the lop or sides has been 
found to decrease the catch from .*>() to 75 per cent. 

TKNT TRAPS. 

The tent form of trap has been widely advocated in this country, 
bat recent experiments indicate that it is much less efficient than the 
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eouc trap, aud usually as diflicult to construct and almost as expen- 
sive. The size of these traps may vary considerably, but one con- 
structed according to the dimensions given in figure 4 will be found 
most convenient. The height of the tent should be about equal to 
the width of the base, and the holes {€') along the apex of the tent 
should be one-half to three-fourths of an indi in diameter and 1 
inch apart. The box (A) should be provided with hooks to pasa 
through eyes on the base (/>)• Small blocks 1 inch thick are nailed 
beneath the corners of the tent frame to serve as legs. • 

GARBAGE-CAN  TRAPS. 

As previously mentioned. Prof. Hodge has adapted the cone trap 
to use on the lids of garbage cans. It is not advisable to use this 
trap except where garbage 
cans are sufficiently open to 
admit flies. In such cases 
a hole may be cut in the lid 
of the can and one of the 
small balloon traps which 
are obtainable on the mar- 
ket attached over the hole. 
To make the trap effective 
the edges of this lid should 
extend well down over the 
top of the can. The lid 
should be held up slightly 
so as to allow the flies to 
pass under, but not high 
enough to admit direct 
light. Practically speak- 
ing, the garbage forms the ''' 
bait for this trap,and when 
inside the can the flies are attracted to the light admitted through 
the trap. It is really advisable to have the garbage cans fly proof, 
so as to prevent danger of fly bleeding within them rather than to 
depend Oïl traps on the lids, which necessarily allow odors to escape. 
A garbage can with a trap attached is illustrated in figure ■"». 

MAVURE-BOX TRAPS. 

Manure pits or boxes are desirable for the temporary storage of 
manure, especially in towns and cities. These have been widely 
advocated, but the difficulty has been that manure often becomes 
infested before it is put into them, and flies frequently breed out 
before the boxes are emptied and often escape through the cracks. 
To obviate these difficulties a manure box or pit, with a modified 

Tup of Kiirlmn»' cim  with  smnll  Imlloon  fly- 
trap attached.    (Original.) 
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tent trap or cone trap attached, is desirable. Mr. Arthur Swaini. of 
Florida, has devised a form of manure trap consisting of a series of 
screen tents with exit holes nloñg the ridgefl of these, over which is 
a screen hox. The latter retains the flics as thcv pass through the 
holes in the tents.   The entire trap is removable. 

In older to retain the fertilizing value of manure to the greatest 
extent it is advisable to exclude the air from it as much as possible 
and to protect it from the leaching action of rains. This being the 
case, there is really no necessity for covering a large portion of the 
top of the box with a trap, but merely to have holes large enough 
to attract flies to the light, and cover these holes with ordinary 
conical traps, with the legs cut ofl". so the bottom of the trap will fit 
closely to the box. The same arrangement can be made where 
manure is kept in D pit. In large bins two or more holes covered 
with traps should be provided for the escape of the flies. 

Manure boxes should be Used by all stock owners in towns and 
cities, and they are also adaptable to farms. The size of the manure 
bin should be governed by the individual needs, but for use on the 
farm it is desirable to make it large enough to hold all of the manure 
produced during the busiest season of the year. A box It feet long, 
10 feet wide, and 4 feet deep will hold the manure produced by two 
horses during about five mouths. About 2 cubic feet of box space 
should be allowed for each horse per day. The bin should be made 
of concrete or heavy plank. When the latter is used the cracks should 
be battened to prevent the escape of flies. The bin may have a floor 
or it may be set in the ground several inches and the dirt closely 
banked around the outside. For the admission of the manure a good« 
sized door should be provided in either end of a large bin. A portion 
of the top should be made easily removable for convenience in empty- 
ing the box, or one entire end of the box may be hinged. On account 
of the danger of the door being left open through carelessness, it is 
advisable to arrange a lift door which can be opened by placing the 
foot on a treadle as the manure is shoveled in. The door should be 
heavy enough to close automatically when the treadle is released. A 
manure bin with flytrap attached is shown in figure (J. 

Attention is directed to a maggot trap devised by Mr. IÎ. II. 
Hutchison, as described in Bulletin No. 200 of the Department of 
Agriculture. Where large quantities of manure are produced on a 
farm this method of storing the manure on a platform and trapping 
the maggots which bleed out may l»e more convenient than the 
manure bin. 

WINDOW   THAI'S. 

Prof. ('. F. Hodge has designed a trap which is really a modified 
tent trap adapted to use in a window.    This trap is constructed so 
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as to catch the flies as they enter or leave through the window. Jt 
is adaptable to barns which are fairly free from cracks or other 
places where Hies may enter. It may also be used on windows of 
huildiníís where foodstuffs aie prepared and where flies endeavor to 
enter through the windows or escape after having gained entrance 
through other passageways. All openings not provided with traps 
should be closely screened, and on large buildings traps may be 
instil lied in every third window. 

This trap is essentially a screen box closely fitted to the frame of 

i ! -f-A 
11 / 

Fu:, (i.    isr of Dytrap In connection with manure bin.     I. Hlock <>f wood set In ground to 
whlcb lever niisiui; door is lilniifd.    (Original.) 

a window (see fig. 7). The thickness of the box at .1 should be about 
12 inches. Instead of the screen running straight down over the box 
on either side it is folded inward nearly to the center of the frame 
in V-shaped folds running longitudinally across the window. One, 
two, or even more folds may be made in the screen on either side. 
The upper side of the fold B should extend toward the center almost 
at right angles with the side of the trap, that is, parallel with the 
top and bottom: and the lower side C should slant downward as 
shown in the drawing. The sides of the frame may be cut out at 
the proper angle ami the pieces I> returned after the screen has been 
tacked along the edges.    Along the apex (inner edge) of each fold is 
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punched a series of hules E about one-halt' inch in diameter and 1 inch 
apart. The apices of the folds on either side of the window should 
not be directly opposite. A narrow door F opening downward on 
hinges should be made on one side of the trap at the bottom for 
removal of the dead flies. The entire trap is fastened to the win- 
dow by hooks so that it may be readily taken oil". An additional 
trapping feature may be added by providing a tent trap fitted in the 
bottom of the box. A narrow slit is left along the base to allow the 
flies to enter beneath the tent. Bait may be placed under (he tent to 
attract the flies. 

— o 

<-' 
Pío. 7.—Hodge type window trap. At left, trap willi end icmovi-d to show oonstrnction ; 

ni rljiht, cross section of trap placed in a window. .1, Knd of trap. H, Ippi-r side of 
folds in screen, (', Lower side of folds in screen. />, Portion of end of trap sawed out 
and returned after attaching screen. E, Holes along apex of folds, /■', Door for reinov 
In« dead fll(«s. (1, Window Bill. //. tTpper window sasli. I, Inside entrance for IIICH. 
'*, Outside entrances.     (Author's Illustration.) 

It has been found that the use. of these window traps will aid 
in protecting animals in barns from stable flies and mosquitoes, and 
in some cases horseflies and other noxious species are caught. 

BAITS FOR TRAPS. 

The question of selecting the best bait for flies is an important 
one. As has been indicated, the kind of bait used should be gov- 
erned by the species of flies which it is desired to destroy. For the 
most part it is the house fly which it is desired to catch, and for 
this insect waste beer is preeminently the best bait.    In some cases 
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it can be procured without charge and in others it is sold at from 
ñ to 10 cents per gallon. On dairy farms, prohahlv milk is the next 
best bait, considering its convenience. The tests indicate that milk 
is not more than one-third ah effective as beer and rather less so than 
a mixture of cheap molasses and water. This mixture is prepared 
hv adding 3 parts of water to 1 part of "black—trap" molasses and 
nllowing it t« ferment for a day or two. All baits, milk. beer, etc., 
me much more attractive during active fermentai ion. Sirup made 
by dissolving 1 part of ordinary brown sugar in 1 parts of water 
and allowing the mixture to stand a day or two to induce fermen- 
tation is almost equal to the molasses and water as a fly bait. If 
it is desirable to use the sirup immediately after making it. a small 
amount of vinegar should be added. Honey bees are sometimes 
«aught in large numl>ers at this bait. When this happens some of 
the other baits recommended should be used. In the experimenta it 
was found possible to secure catches equal to those obtained by using 
stale beer through the employment of homemade malt extract; this 
is slightly troublesome to make and therefore does not recommend 
itself for general use except in towns and cities where flytraps are 
being operated by individuals who give much time to this work. 
This extract is prepared by using 1 gallon of water to 8 pounds of 
ground malt. The latter may be purchased at about $1 per bushel 
and ground in a coffee mill. The water is heated to 135° F., the 
malt added, and then during a period of 45 minutes the temperature 
is gradually raised to 100° F. The extract is then strained off the 
grain, cooled, and is ready for use. 

With the baits before mentioned comparatively few blowflies will 
be caught. For use about slaughterhouses, butcher shops, and other 
places where blowflies aie troublesome, it has been determined that 
the mucous membrane from the lining of the intestines of hogs is 
without equal as a bait. This material, which is commonly spoken 
of as "gut slime." can be obtained from packing houses where 
sausage casings are prepared. The offensive odor of this bait lenders 

its use undesirable near materials intended for human consumption. 
Another packing-house product known as blood tankage is a good fly 
bait when used with beer. This combination results in the capture 
of a large percentage of house flies. Still better results are obtain- 
able by using "guf slime "* in combination with beer. Where these 
materials are not obtainable fairly good catches will result from the 
use of fish scraps or meat scraps. With any of these baits the catches 
will be found not to be entirely meat-infesting flies, as actual counts 
have shown that the precentage of house flies in traps over such baits 
ranges from 45 to 75. 

Overripe or fermenting fruit, such as bananas, crushed and placed 
in the bait pans sometimes gives satisfactory results.    A  combina- 
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lion of overrijK' banuiiu.-- iritJi milk i.^ mncli more attractive than 
either om- med Mputítly. A conáderable number <>f blow-lliea 
as well us boOM tli«'.s me attractt'd to smli Imita. 

BAIT CONTAINERS. 

The si/.e of tin' hait container in relation to the size of the trap 
is a \»'iv important consideration. It has been fourni that a small 
pan or deep pan of hait set in the center under a trap will catch 
only a small fraction of the number of flies secured by using larger, 
.shallow containers. The best ami most convenient pan for baits is 
a shallow circular tin, such as the cover of a lard bucket. Its diam- 
eter should be about I inches less than that of the base of the trap, 
thus bringing the edge within 'J inches of the outside edge of the 

trap. The catch can be increased slightly by placing a piece of 
sponge or a few chips in the center of the bait pan to provide addi- 
tional surface upon which the Hies may alight. The same kind of 
pans for bait may be used under tent traps. Two or mort' pans 
should IH- used, at cording to the length of the trap. 

CAKK AND LOCATION OF TRAPS. 

In many cases tly trapping has been rendered ineffectual by the 
fact that the traps were not properly cared for. In setting traps 
a locution should be chosen where Mies naturally congregate. This 
is usually on the sunny side of a building out of the wind. It is 
exceedingly important that the bait containers l>e kept well tilled. 
This iisuullv requires attention every other day. The bait pans 
should IM- washed out at rather frequent intervuls. This gives a 
larger catch and avoids the danger of iln-s bleeding in the material 
Used for bait. Further, it should be borne in mind that traps can 
not be operated successfully throughout the season without emptying 
them. Where flies are abundant and the bait pans are properly 
attended to the traps should be emptied at weekly intervals. Where 
flies become piled" high against the side of the cone the catching 
power of the trap is considerably reduced. The destruction of the 
flies is best accomplished by immersing the trap in hot water, or still 
lutter, where a tight barrel is at hand place a few live coals in a 
pan ÖD the ground, scatter two tablespoonfuls of sulphur over them, 
place the trap over the coals, and turn the barrel over the trap. 
All of the (lies will be rendered motionless in about five minutes. 
They may then be killed by using hot water, throwing them into 
a tire, or burying them. 

STICKY  FLY PAPERS. 

Sticky fly papers aie of some value in destroying flies which have 
gained access to houses, but they have ma iked limitations and num- 
erous objectionable features. For use out of doors, traps are much 
more effective and economical. 
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Dr. Ciumbine, of the Kansas State Board of Health, gives the^fol- 
Ibwing method for preparing fly paper: 

"Take 2 pounds of rosin and 1 pint of castor oil, heat together 
until it looks like molasses. Take an ordinary paint brush and 
smear while hot on any kind of paper—an old newspaper is good— 
and place several about the room. A dozen of these may be made 
at a cost of 1 cent." 

POISONED BAFTS. 

The question of destruction of flies with poisons is somewhat out 
of place here, but the close relationship of poisoned baits to trap- 
ping warrants a brief statement. 

Probably the best poisoned bait for house Hies is formaldehyde in 
milk used at the rate of about two tablespoonfuls of formaldehyde 
to a pint of a mixture of equal parts of milk and water. This is 
placed in flat dishes in place« frequented by flies. A piece of bread 
or a sponge in the dish adds to the effect i veness. Stale beer or 
molasses and water with S per cent formaldehyde added will prob- 
ably also give satisfactory results. As far as possible other liquids 
should be removed when poisoned baits are exposed. 

CAUTION. 

It should be borne in mind that formaldehyde, 40 per cent, is poison about 
in the same proportion as wood alcohol, if taken internally. It should not be 
inhaled, nor should the eyes be unduly exposed to it. Special pains should 
be taken to prevent children from drinking poisoned baits and to prevent the 
poisoned flies from dropping into foods or drinks. 
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